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Youngsters' trail II
- seminar  

Youngsters' trail II -seminar was a follow-up seminar for a training course that was
organised in Martinique at 2019.  Youngsters' trail II seminar took place in October
2021 at Youth Centre Villa Elba, Kokkola. The main theme was the impact of the

international youth work: How can we as a network and inside our work evaluate the
impact of international youth work. How can we make it visible to others working in

the youth field, decision makers and local communities. Seminar gathered 17
participants from 9 different countries.
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Start & getting to
know each other

 
 

"My goal is that by the end of the
seminar I will be able to get

relevant goals of projects so the
impact is measurable"

 
"Use different techniques or ways

how to make the impact visible
and how to disseminate the
knowledge/impact/results"

 

Programme

Official welcome

Aims & Objectives

Personal learning goals

Team building activities

International evening

"I feel like I have a lot to learn
about different skills and

responsibilities that come with
doing international projects.

Hope to get new ideas, learn new
opportunities and recognize my

own strenghts"

Day 1



How do we
understand impact?

 
 

On the first session of the day worked on
finding common understanding about impact
through impact chain, that has been made by

Hyvän mitta-project. In smaller groups we
discussed different steps of the chain from the

point of view of international youth work. There
were good discussion and discovers of the

difference of outcomes and impact and what it
means in the field of international youth work.

Programme

 

Getting common understanding of the topic

Impact from individual point of view

Youthpass as a tool for recognition

Sauna evening

 

Day 2

Impact chain - Hyvän mitta



We also got to know to a study made in a
KA2 project that was coordinated by Finnish
Youth Centre association. Study researched
the impact of international youth work. We

got to know the results and what kind of
questions where used to find out the

impact.
 

You can find the publication from here.

Day 2

 
 

Karin, from Jugendzentrum Perg, Austria
introduced us Erasmus+ programme
possibilities.

 
 

From the publication Studying the impact of international youth work



Youthpass as a tool
of regocnition-
game

Day 2

Youngsters'  learning trail
 

From the wall you can find a trail of a
participant of international project. 

 
TASK: What can this participant learn

during his trail of international experience.
Write down in post its and place them to

the trail.
 
 

Celebration 
 

How do you lift up the importance
of the Youthpass and make it visible.
Do you have a special ceremonies /

celebrations? Do you bring up
Youthpass-process in your social

media/communication platforms?
 

TASK: Discuss and draw different
recognisiton and visibility

methods/tools/platforms on the
wall of frames.

 

 
Jar of learning outcomes

 
Pick up from the jar three random
learning outcomes that can result

from an international activity.
TASK: Discuss in your group how

does developing these
competences will be useful for a

young persons future. What kind of
impact it can have on volunteers

future life and wellbeing. 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Youthpass menu
 

Making a youthpass is a process, from
preparation to evaluation, and the impact

afterwards. What kind ot methods or
tools do you use / could use to support
individuals youthpass process. Or how
have you been supported if you have

received a Youthpass.
 

TASK: List different ideas on the
Youthpass menu and create delicious

meal! 
 
 
 
 

Through a Youthpass mystery box actitivy we
focused on how can we develop the using of

Youthpass in order to higlight projects impact
on learning and in individual level.

 
Under you can find the task that were inside

the mystery boxes.



Day 2

Impact 
 

According to studies (Youthpass impact study 2012-13) youthpass has an important role
for recognition of ones learning. It has an impact that participants can to be more aware

what they have learned and increased capability to explain what they have learned.
Participants can develop their self-assesment skills and social skills. 

 
As well as youthpass can have impact when applying for internship, apprenticeship, a

job, higher education and setting up a business. It can be an important addition to one’s
CV.

 
TASK: Discuss in a group how can participants (volunteers, youth exchange participants)
use their Youthpass after the activity? Have you gotten experiences where participants

have actually gotten advantage of youthpass? Write down the most inspiring
experiences that you discovered from your conversation on the flipchart paper next to

piano.

 
 
 

 Youthpass competences
 

Youthpass includes 8 different
key competences. 

 
TASK: Can you match different

learning outcomes to the
different competences?

 
 
 
 

Youthpass as a tool of regocnition-
game continues....



Day 2
Question suitcase

 
If you ask: “How was your day” 

The answer might be: “It was nice”. 
It’s about what questions you ask and the methods you use to get actually some more

out of it. It’s the hardest part of youth work.” –youth worker” (youthpass.eu)
 

TASK: Go find I suitcase somewhere on the main hall. Then discuss what kind of good
questions do you use for making young people to reflect on their learning? How often do

you reflect together with them? Write down questions in the clothes 
(1 question per clothing) and pack them up in the suitcase.

 

FOREIGN LANGUAGES
-What difficulties did you experience in communicating?
-Where and how well did I use another language here?
-Did you also have a go at writing flip-charts? Or was it too embarrassing to write?
-What are my future plans regarding learning another language?
-How creative was I explaining things if I did not find the 
correct word?

 MOTHER TONGUE
-When / how well did you use your mother tongue?
-What difficulties did I experience in communicating? How did I overcome
them?
-What opportunities did you have to use your mother tongue?
-How did I adapt my language to the level of the people I was speaking to?

 

CULTURAL AWARENESS
-How do I intend to involve young ones in such cultural expression in
the future?
-How willing was I to get involved in new forms of cultural
experiences here?
-When were you able to use different media to express yourself in the
course?
-Which skills did I improve?

 
SOCIAL COMPETENCE LEARNING 
-Which social competences did I learn during the course?
-Did you take the initiative, go towards others during this project?
-When was I most successful in communicating with others here?
-What was my intercultural learning process during this project?

 
LEARNING
-Which activities in the course motivated me most in my learning?
-How will I use what I learned?
-Where did my theoretical knowledge improve?
-Which methods did you use to evaluate what you learned?
-What were you learning goals?

 

DIGITAL COMPETENCE
-What information did I use to prepare myself for the project?
-What did I learn about computer use in other countries?
-To what extent did you communicate with other participants over the Internet before the
project?
-How did you learn to use online resources for your youth work?
-How will I work with young people to develop a critical approach to knowledge available
on the Internet?

 INITIATIVE AND ENTREPRENEURSHIP
-How did the understanding of the practice and principles of project management increase in this
project?
-Did I take up my tasks during the project, did I propose things that I could share with the group?
-When did I take a risk here in this project?

 

Questions made during the game to
help reflecting  with young people:

 

MATHEMATICAL COMPETENCE
-How did I deduce logical conclusions based on practical arguments?
-How did you use technology available for your work?
-How did you apply mathematical competence in division at groups, in
drawing up budgets, prices of activities?
-Which presentation skills did I develop here?
-When did you use your mathematical competence in the project?

 

EXTRA QUESTIONS
-Tell the name of 5 friends you made in this project
-What competence have you developed?
-Are you going to apply again?
-Activity you had most fun from?
-Favourite activity?
-Could you do a summary?
-How did you learn?
-Which is the activity you learned most from?
-What did you learn?
-Tell me 3 activities you liked
-From a scale 1-5 to what level did you develop digital
skills?

 

Youthpass as a tool of regocnition- game continues....



Future, impact and
regional point of

view?
Programme

 

How to predict the future in order to evaluate

fhe future impact? 

Visit to local Youth Centre Vinge

Coffee at Laivurintalo

Movie evening

The day started with Mika Pietilä's (from Koordinaatti)
workshop with Megatrend cards (by Sitra). We

learned about what kind of future signs we should
consider when thinking of our future projects. After we

visited city centre and local Youth Centre Vinge and
got to know their work.

Day 3



What will the future look like?
Day 3



How to make impact
visible?

Programme
 

How to make impact visible

Impact and decision makers

Visibility and sharing best practices

Sauna evening

In the morning communication expert Timo Sipilä
(from Finnish Youth Centres)  introduced as how to

get our message through in todays mediaflow. 
 

We learned it is important to make your values
visible, as well as sharpen your message.

Day 4

After we practised how to get our
message and opinions trough with
people who have different kind of

motives. We did this by playing role play
called Kurkum peace talks.

During the day Irina from Romania led to us
concentracion exercise, to help us concentrate and
to be present in the moment. It can be also be used

with kids/young people to support their
concentrating. In the exercise we pealed a mandarine

concentrating to that with all our senses



Day 4

Kostas from Cyprus
introduced as with

activity game about time
management. Game was
used to reflect on how

much effort and time can
you input in order to get

most impact. 
 

Participants had to collect
as many as possible post-

its from the table with
one hand. Different

colours had different
points and there were

different amount of
different colours.

 
After we reflected

 what are the things you
should put most effort in 

 order to get more
impact and more quality,
and what are the things

or are there, that you can
put less effor and time,

but still make impact and
quality.

Raluca from Romania 
 introduced as Guidance
handbook on a healthy
interaction with people

with disabilities.
 

The handbook includes a  
set of clear guidelines to
help you to make better

choices in terms of
communication and

interaction with people
with disabilities. The
Guidelines try to give
some basic disability
etiquette ideas and
explains preferred
terminology when

communicating
with/about people with

disabilities.
 

Raluca also introduced
how they had organised
workshop in the area in

order to disseminate the
handbook and project

results.
 

You can find the
handbook  from here.

Michi from Austria shared
us video channel made
for youthworkers to find
different methods and

tools to work with youth
projects: 

 
Project “YouTrain” is a

long-term strategic
partnership, which aims
to increase the quality,

reach and impact of non-
formal education

activities by creating a
video toolbox for
educators, and by

promoting the use and
production of educational
video-tutorials in general. 

 
 

Sharing 
best practices

Michi also introduced
how they had made in an
earlier project  a toolbox
in order to disseminate
project results and to
make more impact. 

 
"The Toolbox aims to

expand the use of
outdoor activities as a

tool supporting inclusion
in youth work." 

 
You can find it from here.



Visibility & future
planning

Programme
 

Visibility plan

Future planning

Coffee at Kota

Final evaluation

Farewell evening

In the morning we divided ourselves in three
groups (youth exchanges, youth workers mobilities
and volunteering projects) and started to plan how

we could in the future make our projects more
visible. We did this by filling in dissemination plans. 

Day 5

At the same time we
made suitcase photos

from the participants in
order to make our

seminar more visible & to
reflect our learning



After lunch we started future project planning
with walk & talk hike to the old light house.

 
For future cooperation was discussed:

 
-  partners for Youth exchange about

storytelling, about boat trip Austria-Romania.
 

- Training course for trainers in Cyprus
 

- Volunteering cooperation with Finland,
Romania, France, Greece

 
- Ideas for training methods for coming
seminars/study visits that we are doing

together

Day 5

Final evaluation was started with coffee at Kota and finished in main hall with the
evaluation of individual learning outcomes and overall evaluation.

Future cooperation

Definition of impact is now more understandable,
also the difference between outcomes and impact

I really have a better idea how to build an
international youth project today! I developed my
organisation and my development skills. Kiitos to

the trainers and participants!

I learned a lot during the seminar, especially an
impact and how impact can be made visible. I also

learned about the Youthpass and the
dissemination and how to prepare it. I also learnt a

lot by talking and spending time with the other
participants especially about getting funds.

I believe that the project has helped me improve
my planning and organizing skills and

implementation of projects, with focus on the
aspects of evaluating impact and better

dissemilation

 

 

 

 
 



Evening ended with
final dinner, a piano
concert and visit of
special guest from
north of Finland!

 

Day 5

 
Last but not least

everyone received
their own

YOUTHPASS and 
a finnish elf!

 

Farewell evening

 
Thank you for everyone!



Other learning outcomes...

There are pens &
there are trainer's

pens 

It is all about the perspective

Do not underestimate the
cuteness level of finnish elves...

...and there are different rules
for UNO in different countries,

or at least in Finland.

You actually can swim in the cold
sea after a sauna


